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All the players propose several GB of storage included within their access package (Neuf: 9 GB, Free: 10 GB, Orange : 100 MB). Telephony. â€¢ Some offerings still ... 
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1 Country Fact Sheet GENERAL DATA Source



Population Number of households Number of households with Internet access % households Number of Broadband subscribers % households Number of mobile subscribers % population Number of fixed lines % households Number of cable subscribers % households Proportion of mobile only households Proportion of fixed only households



Mio Mio M€ % Mio % Mio % Mio % Mio % % %



Y2004



Y2005



Aform



3,7



Analysis Research



16% 31%



62,7 24,7 13,2 53% 9,5 38% 48,1 77% 33,4 135% 3,8 15% 17% 27%



Y2004



Y2005



insee insee ARCEP



12,0



ARCEP



ARCEP



46,1



European Commission



Analysis Research



Y2006[E]



Y2007[E]



10,5 48,6



ECONOMIC DATA Source



Market size Fixed Mobile Internet



Mio € Mio € Mio € Mio €



Xerfi Xerfi Xerfi



34 288 17 800 14 388 2 100



Y2006[E]



Y2007[E]



15 203



MOBILE DATA Market share Monthly ARPU



Source



Orange



SFR



Bouygues



ARCEP



47,3% 35,7



35,8% 35,8



16,9% 44,6



% €



Corporate data



Source



Orange



Free



Neuf



Others



%



Company data / Ineum



48,0%



17,3%



13,0%



21,7%



Source



Y2004



Y2005



Y2006[E]



Y2007[E]



Mio Mio Mio Mio Mio Mio Mio



World Metrix



6,5 6 0,5 0,003



23,9 9,5 8,9 0,6 0,0



12,7 12 0,7



15,2 14,4 0,8



7,8 4,2



9,1 5,3



INTERNET DATA Broadband Market share



Number of Internet users Number of Broadband subscribers ADSL Cable Other Number of ADSL lines Incumbent lines Total unbundled lines Full unbundled lines Partially unbundeled lines percentage of unbundled lines Unbundling prices Shared LLU connection cost Shared LLU monthly fee Full LLU connection cost Full LLU monthly fee



Crédit Suisse Crédit Suisse Crédit Suisse Crédit Suisse



Crédit Suisse (09/05) Euro comminssion



Mio Mio %



Euro comminssion



€ € € €



Crédit Suisse



Euro comminssion Ineum



Crédit Suisse Crédit Suisse Crédit Suisse



6,1 2,51 0,36 2,15 29% 55 2,9 50,0 9,3



OPERATORS MNOS



o Orange o SFR



o Bouygues



MVNOS



Over 20 MVNOs are available in France o Debitel o Universal Music Mobile o NRJ Mobile o M6 Mobile o TF1 o 9 Mobile



o o o o o o o



Regular telephony players



Over 60 regullar telephony players o France Telecom o Neuf Cegetel o Tele2 o OneTel



o Completel o Coriolis o Kertel o Western Telecom …



ISPs



More than 30 ISPs o Orange o Free o Alice o Neuf Cegetel



o La Poste o Tele 2 o AOL o Club Internet …



Cable operators



o Numericable



o UPC/Noos



3



Auchan Virgin mobile Tele2 Futur Telecom FNAC Breizh Mobile ...
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2 Market & Regulation background 2.1. With an overall market size exceeding 36,6 Billion Euros in 2004, the French market is one the leading and most dynamic Telecom market in Europe •



Out of these 36,6 billion € in 2004, regular fixed telephony still represents 17,8 billion €, mobile services 14,4 billion € and internet services 2,1 billion €. A sustained growth was expected for 2005 (+4%) and is still expected for 2006 (+3%)*



•



The Fixed telephony business has been declining for several years now, due to a fierce competition on rates, a growing trend of unlimited plans, fixed to mobile substitution effect, as well as the development of alternative technologies (voice over IP, telephony over DSL…)



•



The market growth has been fuelled for about 15 years now by mobile services. Double digit growth are now over, but there is still room for significant growth in the next few years, as penetration rate was culminating at 77% by YE2005 when other peer European countries were already displaying 90% penetration (Italy, UK, Germany and Spain)†



•



For the last five years, growth was also sustained by broadband services. By YE2005 France achieved 38% of broadband penetration mainly due to the DSL development (9,4+ Million of access)‡ as well as a significant presence of cable infrastructure (0,5+ Million of broadband access out of the 3,5+ Millions of CATV subscriptions). This is expected to boom in the next few years, mainly fuelled by an increased DSL penetration (17,7+ Million DSL lines expected by YE2010)§



2.2. Fuelled by a “competition oriented” regulation and a very active national regulator, the battle is intensifying in both the fixed and mobile arenas •



The French deregulation was initiated in the late 90’s. This allowed players such as Tele2, Cegetel, Neuf Telecom and others to enter the market and attack the incumbent’s dominant position (mainly with pre-selection offerings for long distance and international calls)



•



In the late 90’s, the regulator also initiated the local loop unbundling (LLU) process, which allows alternate carriers to propose DSL based services over the incumbent’s copper line. The process took a while to take off but is now industrialized and fast booming. By September 2005, there were 2,5+ Millions unbundled lines, of which 85% were shared lines. Today, full unbundling is growing faster and it is expected that unbundled lines will reach 6,8+ Millions by Y2010, mostly being fully unbundled



*



† ‡ §



Source : Xerfi Source: Arcep and country regulators Source: Arcep, end of 2005, in % of equipped households Source: Crédit Suisse’s analysis
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French’s unbundling landscape (Source: Journal du Net – Arcep 2006) Number of subscribers (‘000) Period



Total unbundling



April 2003



2



T1



Partial unbundling



Total



2003 17



19



5



478



483



T2



14



736



750



T3



54



997



1051



T4



93



1443



1536



2004



2005 T1



160



1885



2045



T2



256



2074



2330



T3



360



2150



2510



T4



592



2228



2820



2200



3150



2006 T1



950



•



This process allowed additional players to enter the internet space. As of now, Orange is still the dominant broadband player, Free and Neuf Telecom being its main challengers. Other players include: Tele2, Club-Internet (backed by DT), Alice (backed by Telecom Italia), Noos and Numericable (Cable Companies). Additional players intend to develop offerings in this space (the retailer Darty for instance)



•



The main challengers (Free, Neuf Telecom) chose to develop their own network by installing DSLAM in the incumbent’s local exchanges and rolling out high capacity backbones to connect these DSLAM to the internet network. Club Internet have initially relied on wholesalers to accelerate its time to market when developing at the same time its own infrastructure to become autonomous for further developments. Reversely, AOL relies on wholesalers to deliver its services and do not plan so far to invest in its own network.



•



In the mobile arena, the competition was so far concentrated among 3 MNOs (Orange, SFR, BYT). Following the latest regulatory actions, several MVNO have penetrated the French mobile space, among which, traditional Telco (Tele2, Neuf Telecom, Debitel) but also media players (NRJ, M6, TF1,…) and players coming from other core business (Virgin, FNAC, …)



2.3. This battle is now expanding with new players coming from the web/software space, and attacking traditional telco by promoting the PC as the communication device of choice •



By YE2005, 51 % of the French households were equipped with a PC. A sustained growth is expected in the next few years with continued price decline, more powerful/feature rich equipments (web cam, external hard drive…), as well as specific incentives from the government to reduce the digital divide



•



Combined with the broadband development, the number of internet users as well as the internet usage is currently booming, reinforcing the positions of web players (portals, web dedicated software providers…)



•



Players who were initially acting on portal business or software business are threatening traditional telcos by spreading their offerings to the communication space, for instance:
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o



Skype, who was known so far for PC to PC voice, is now offering a full range of communication services including voice calls towards fixed and mobile handsets throughout the world at very competitive price (Skype-Out). It also offers the ability to receive calls through a dedicated number (Skype-In). The company is also attempting to integrate its VoIP software on cordless and mobile phones so as to extend the reach of its services. Skype claims 100 Millions active users worldwide, of which 2% pay for chargeable services



o



Microsoft, who has developed a huge community around its MSN Instant Messenger and Hotmail, is now expanding its services to voice, video, SMS and MMS. The strategy is to leverage its worldwide 200 Millions customer base (9 Million in France) to stream communications revenues. Thanks to its advertising based business model, the player will be able to develop very aggressive pricing plans on communication services, reinforcing the pressure on pure telco players



•



New cutting edge solutions are also emerging, taking ahead the value for money from the customer standpoint. As an example, Counter Path’s X-Lite software allows users to place calls from a PC when transiting through their ISP’s SIP address. This allows the customer to leverage the ISP’s telephony agreements and rates worldwide. For instance, a Free customer can place calls from his PC using the X-Lite software. By declaring his Free SIP number in the software, he can enjoy the Free’s unlimited plans towards regular phones towards 28 countries



•



The traditional players recognized this threat, and most of them have already replicated with their own PC based suite or intend to do so (Orange Link, Neuf Talk, Tele2’s Parlino)



•



As of now, this entire field is growing without any or very limited regulation, when issues are multiplying: license for VoIP services, interconnection of video services between PC and mobiles, interoperability between competing systems (MSN and Yahoo announced Mid July the interoperability of their systems for specific features such as IM or Address Book. Seamless interoperability is also investigated for voice, video and other key features). As these services will become mainstream, regulation may become more active so as to maintain fair competition within this new spaces



6
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2.4. The convergence space is also being confronted with a number of trends and emerging technologies, on which the regulator will have to set guidance •



•



•



In France, the regulator has so far left the use of WiFi free of constraints. As a consequence, a number of initiatives and new business models are emerging based on this technology and may hit the convergence space if they become main stream. Among these, o



Paris has just launched the “Paris Ville Numérique” initiative which aims at developing free of charge WiFi based access throughout the capital. This is obviously inspired from the TechConnect project developed in San Francisco, where Google/Earthlink have rolled out a full WiFi network (estimated at 12-15 Millions of dollars) and have been operating for a few months now, an internet access service. The particularity of this offering is that there is a basic free of charge option (medium speed access) while high speed access is charged approximately 15€. This kind of initiatives may impact ISP’s business as well as mobile operators business, especially if phone services are also part of the free package



o



The Spain based FON has initiated a “WiFi sharing community”. The principle is that a Fonero (Linus) opens its private WiFi connection to internet roamers (generally other Linus) by allocating a portion of its connection bandwidth. Reversely, when roaming, the Fonero enjoys the other members’ connections for free. The company manages and shares the long list of the access points throughout the world. The constituted network can also be accessed by users that are not part of the community (Aliens) on a paying basis. Reversely, some people may choose to open their connection but not use the network (Bills). They are paid for their network sharing contribution based on the effective usage of their beacon.



Many other discussions and initiatives may also impact the convergence space in the mid-term o



By Mid-2006, the ARCEP will attribute the Wimax licenses. Will this favour the entrance of additional players? Will this new access technology be regulated with an unbundling rationale or will the access remain the sole property of the operator who has invested in the network?



o



DVB-H is currently tested in France. What rules will be set for the attribution of the licenses? How far this technology will be coupled with 3G? How will it impact the overall media space?



o



In France, the government has strongly supported and invested in regional broadband infrastructure in order to boost the digital society. What kind of players will operate the services above this infrastructure? What will be the competition rules between these players and the existing players?



o



Discussions are also in progress between France Telecom and the regulator about the development of FTTx. Will the regulator impose an unbundling rationale to this capex consuming technology or will the incumbent be able to use this access as a strategic advantage?



The concept of “internet neutrality” is currently under discussion in the US. Those players who own networks are claiming that the usage of the network by web service providers should be charged by the operator to the service provider, based on the bandwidth consumption and the time criticity of the services (video services are especially concerned). If this happens to be regulated as such in the US, it is likely that incumbents and network owners in Europe will demand that the same rationale apply to their own networks. This may impact heavily the business models of web players 7
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3 Convergence dynamics 3.1. Initiated by Free in 2002, the triple play model (broadband, telephony and IPTV) has now become the market reference. The battle has, so far, been focused on the price. This is still the case, however “value for money” seems to be the next battlefield •



Initiated by Free in the early 2000s, the triple play offering (broadband internet access, unlimited telephony, TV services) has become the reference on the French market among the eight main DSL and cable based ISP. This is generally provided through a connection box, along with a set top box for TV/video services



•



The full unbundling is used as a killer argument by the challengers against the incumbent. They communicate heavily on the 14 € saved on the line rental. However, the challengers offerings reflects to some extent the fees they have to pay the incumbent for the unbundled last mile (50 € one-off + recurring 9,3 € in France) LLU fees across Europe (Source: Crédit Suisse’s broker analysis)



Partial unbundling Connection Monthly fee fee



Full unbundling Connection Monthly fee fee



France



55,00



2,90



50,00



9,30



Germany



51,43



2,31



56,44



10,65



Italy



56,50



2,80



49,00



8,30



Netherlands



50,00



1,91



50,00



9,59



Spain



30,00



3,00



22,37



11,35



UK



50,51



1,88



50,51



9,80



Average



48,91



2,47



46,39



9,83



•



Most of the challengers tend to promote an all inclusive bundle for 30 €, which is now considered as the best in class price. However most of the players, especially the incumbent, still allow for some modularity within their offering (single play broadband access, double play combining broadband and IPTV or broadband and telephony, full triple play combining the three services)



•



Cable companies (Noos and Numericable) have also launched their own internet access and unlimited telephony services on top of their current TV services or as a separate offering



•



Around the reference market price of 30 €, players try to differentiate themselves with the value for money. Free gives more and innovative services for the same price (international reach of the telephony offerings, media centre…), Alice emphasizes on free assistance within its package, etc…



3.2. Quadruple play is now emerging through different forms. The bundling of fixed and mobile services is investigated by full fledged players to capture a bigger share of wallet •



The most innovative player so far is Neuf. As a MVNO, Neuf has developed a very appealing stand alone mobile offering and is capturing a significant part of the MVNO new adds. In addition, the player leverages its broadband presence to accelerate the capture of mobile subscribers. To do so, Neuf reinforces the subsidy of its mobile 8
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handsets for those customers who are already Neuf broadband customers (1 € for the handset while it is charged to mobile only customers). This is combined with an attractive on-net pricing between the Neuf’s home phone and the Neuf Mobile number (unlimited and free whatever the mobile plan subscribed) •



Orange is not active so far in this space for two potential reasons. It may face regulatory hurdles to promote this kind of offering due to its dominant position on both internet and mobile markets. The second reason is that bundling generally bear to some extent short term value destruction and the player may not want to accelerate this trend until obliged to do so



•



Those ISPs who anticipated an MVNO move are well positioned to respond rapidly: Tele 2 for instance is MVNO and would be in position to develop such offerings, while Club Internet or Alice have no mobile arm so far and would need to develop one or ally with an existing one (Virgin Mobile, NRJ Mobile, Debitel,…). As far as Free is concerned, the player acknowledges the strategic importance of being both fixed and mobile and has recently opened discussions with Orange and SFR about an MVNO deal.



3.3. Dual mode GSM/WiFi service is also making inroad in France. It may strongly hit the market as it appears to customers as a tangible evidence of convergence •



Dual mode GSM/WiFi services are promoted by leading edge ISPs (Neuf, Free) mainly to differentiate from their peers. Their value proposition relies on the savings made on mobile calls placed at home.



•



The first mover in this space has been Neuf which launched its twin phone a few weeks ago (Beautiful Phone Project)



•



o



This allows the user to use a single GSM/WiFi handset and benefit from the lower rates at home by connecting the network through the WiFi/DSL box.



o



The solution is very convenient as the user can enjoy a personal address book and personal handset settings etc…



o



The twin phone works with the Neuf Box and any MNO’s GSM service with the objective to reduce the overall mobile invoice



o



However, the player leverages also this offering to capture new customers for its mobile services, especially by further subsidizing the handset if the user turns to Neuf Mobile and making him benefit from other advantages (free and unlimited calls between the Neuf box and the Neuf Mobile number subscribed)



Free has also announced a dual mode handset with a focused positioning on lower rates when communicating at home o



The handset will be compliant with the three MNO’s mobile offerings



o



Free insists on the ability to place WiFi calls from any Freebox spot (customer’s Freebox but also friends and family’s Freeboxes). This may also be extended to the overall WiFi community through deals with Foneros for instance. This potentially extends the reach of the WiFi services and may lead to additional savings on the mobile invoice (Neuf already has a partnership with FON for WiFi sharing)



9
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3.4. So far, the incumbent has put emphasis on other convergent services (seamless services whatever the device, PC or mobile). Nonetheless, its dual mode offering is announced for September 2006 (UNIK) •



Seamless services include mail, SMS, photo and address book (Mes services Perso from Orange)



•



As far as announced, UNIK will allow Orange to be “at par” with Neuf. The exact scope of the offering hasn’t been disclosed yet



3.5. The PC based communications are also spreading fast, fuelled by very aggressive pricing plans and convenience of PC for multimedia services •



MSN, Yahoo, Google as well as Skype have a large installed base of users in France towards which they are marketing their communication services



•



The PC communicator has also become part of the main players in France (Orange Link, NeufTalk)



3.6. Web portals are becoming an important component of the telecoms players’ portfolio. However players display different levels of ambition with regard to their web portals •



Most of the challenger ISPs (Free, Neuf Telecom, Club-Internet…) deliver basic and free services on their portal (web mail access, storage space…). These services are mainly targeting their access customers, and services are generally bundled with the access offering



•



They gradually enrich their portal with more lucrative but still core business focused services (web SMS, web MMS, additional storage space, personal home page hosting, Video-On-Demand, Music download, Gaming…)



•



Orange seems to be more aggressive on its portal’s content so as to develop audience and derive advertising revenues along with communications revenues. It also emphasizes on “click through” revenues (merchants, service partners…)



•



The full fledged web portals pursue a different business model where advertising and marketing is at the heart of their business. They mainly work on promoting their search engines as the reference, and develop services which increase the stickiness of their visitors through appealing content. Their portal addresses the overall web users



10
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4 Analysis of convergence offerings – The range of possible 4.1. Internet Access, Telephony and IPTV 4.1.1. Product offer Marketing element



Range of possible • Some players propose a range of connection speeds (Orange: 1 Mbps, 8 Mbps and 18 Mbps), when others promote only one connection speed (Alice, Free: up to 24Mbps depending on the line eligibility)



Internet Access



• Some players include the Security Suite (anti-spam, anti-virus, antispyware, parental control) within the access package (Neuf), some charge it on top (Orange), some do not propose it (Free) • All the players propose several GB of storage included within their access package (Neuf: 9 GB, Free: 10 GB, Orange : 100 MB)



Telephony



• Some offerings still require that the customer keeps its regular line (Orange, challengers’ offerings based on line sharing). Offerings based on full unbundling allow the customers to terminate their line rental to the incumbent (Free, Neuf, Alice, Club-Internet, Tele2…) • Generally unlimited plans which include national calls towards fixed lines (all players) and international calls for most of them (15 countries for Free, recently extended to 28, 30 countries for Neuf, no international call included within Orange’s package) • Several dozens of free channels are proposed within the basic TV packages (37 channels for Orange, 61 channels for Neuf, and 100 channels for Free). Basic package generally encompass the main free national channels (also available through On-the-Air and/or DVB-T) and include some specialised and international channels



TV services



• Premium channels are purchasable on top : on a per channel basis (CNN, Paris Premiere - Neuf) or through constituted packs, e.g., Canal+ Le bouquet, Canal Sat, TPS (Orange, Neuf, Free) • Most channels and packs are generally available from all ISPs’ offerings • Some players proposed a multicast option (Free), e.g., possibility to have up to 4 channels on the PC when still enjoying another channel on the TV set. This requires a specific software



Triple Play Offering



• Most of the players allow some modularity along with their core 3P offering (Neuf has a single play offering, Club-Internet has a very competitive Broadband + telephony offering, Orange offer different options: Broadband only, Broadband+TV, Broadband+TV+telephony) • Some promote only “all inclusive bundles” (Free, Alice) • In most of the cases, services are delivered through two separate boxes: one for broadband and telephony, the other for TV and video services (Orange, Neuf, and Alice). Free has first developed an “all in one” box (Freebox V4). The player has now switched to two separate boxes for its new release. AOL enriches its box offering with a DECT handset. Orange has developed a specific videophone and promotes different peripherals for instance an equipment which allow to stream PC hosted MP3 files to the stereo



Connection Box



• All connection boxes are WiFi enabled (802.11 b or g) and manage ADSL2+. All of them connect to regular TV sets through SCART interface. Most of them are integrating a DVB-T tuner (Free, Orange) so as to deliver TF1 and M6 which are two main French free channels. Some boxes already handle HDTV (Free) • Some boxes display media centre features (allows to stream content from one’s PC towards the TV set) • The connection between the two boxes is generally wired (Orange, Neuf). Free pioneered a wireless connection between both (Freebox V5)
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4.1.2. Commercial terms Marketing element



Range of possible • Broadband only: 17,90 € total offers o



Neuf : 14,90 € up to 20 Mbps + 3 € for box rental



o



Club-Internet : 14,90 € up to 24 Mbps + 3 € for box rental



• Broadband + Telephony (line sharing option) : Club Internet 39,90 € total offer o



20,90 € subscription including unlimited calls towards 40 destinations



o



Customers must add 14 € for France Telecom’s line rental 5 € for box rental



o



Hot line is an additional option : 4€/month



• Broadband + Telephony (full unbundled option) : Club Internet 29,90 € offer o



24,90 € including unlimited calls towards 40 destinations



o



Customers must add 5 € for box rental



o



No Line rental from France Telecom



o



Free Hotline



• Broadband + TV: Orange 46,90€ total offer



Pricing model and price range



o



39,90 € up to 18 Mbps with 37 fee TV channels



o



Customers must add 3 € for Livebox rental and 14 € for France Telecom line rental



o



Paying hotline



• High end Full home Triple play : Orange 66,90€ total offer o



52,90 € up to 18 Mbps broadband including unlimited telephony towards France landlines and 37 free TV channels – box included



o



Customers must add 14€ FT line rental



o



Paying Hotline



• Low end Full home Triple play: Free 29,90 offer o



29,90 € up to 24 Mbps including unlimited cams towards national landlines and towards 28 countries as well as 100 free TV channels– box included



o



Full unbundled : No line rental



o



Paying hotline



• Low end Full home Triple play: Alice 29,90 offer o



29,90 € up to 20 Mbps including unlimited national calls but does not include international destinations – 40 free channels – box included



o



Full unbundled : No line rental



o



Free hotline



• Hardware : o



Generally between 3€ and 5€ for box rental



o



Triple play offerings usually offer the box for free



o



Most players (Free, Orange, …) require a deposit for the set-top box (Orange requires a 49 € deposit)
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• Alice : 12 months – No termination fees after that period • Orange : generally 12 months commitment is asked to the customer



Lock-in period



• Free: No lock-in period but termination fees are charged (96 € - 3 € per month of seniority, e.g. the customer is unlocked after 32 months) • Neuf: No lock-in but termination fees of 45€ whatever the seniority



Upgrade policy



• Free rents its equipment for free to its new subscribers, whatever the version. When changing the equipment, existing customers have to pay for the upgrade. For instance the Freebox V5 is charged 90 €. However, the upgrade price is digressive with the customer’s seniority. For those customers who are loyal for more than 37 months, the equipment upgrade is free of charge • The policy of those who charge for the box rental is not clear yet (to be tracked)



Loyalty schemes Environment elements



• No loyalty programs proposed so far by the ISPs • Consumer association are lobbying to impose more transparency on the ISP’s pricing plans (box rental, assistance charges, termination fees, lock-in period…) • They are also lobbying to force ISP to reimburse the customers if the provider fails to deliver the service as announced in the commercial commitments (activation time, repair time in case of service failure, …)



4.1.3. Servicing Model Marketing element



Range of possible • Most of the registrations are initiated from the ISP’s portal and proceeded online from end to end • The eligibility to unbundling is systematically checked during the subscription and the maximum connection speed announced to the customer accordingly (depends on the distance to the incumbent’s nearest local exchange)



Registration process



• The technical process of unbundling a specific customer line takes typically a few days to a few weeks. Generally all the ISP complete a new activation within 1 to 3 weeks in main urban area • The ISP generally handles the line termination process with the incumbent • However, some players allow paper based registration. Required assistance is provided by the commercial call centre during this critical phase (10 99 for Neuf, 10 33 for Alice…)



Installation process



• The installation of the connection is generally made from a specific CD, and relies on a user friendly and step by step process • Some players propose a face to face assistance for the installation. Orange charge 100 € for this service • Initially most of the players charged 0,34 €/min for the hot line (Orange, Neuf, Free).



Customer service



• Some players differentiate themselves by providing free unlimited assistance (Alice, Club-Internet). • As a reaction, some players investigate limited assistance time as part of their package (half an hour or one hour) • Some players have developed a pure on-line model (Free, Tele2) consistent with their low cost positioning



Channel to market



• Most of the players display their package in specialised retail outlets such as DARTY, SURCOUF, FNAC… (Orange, Neuf, Alice) • The incumbent leverage its existing distribution network (Orange). The player display there its fixed as well as mobile offerings • What about cable players?
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Environment elements



• Consumer lobbies have obtained from service providers to not charge for the waiting time when calling the hot lines



4.1.4. Marketing / Communication Marketing element



Range of possible • Transparency – All is clear - Self strength – 3P focus (Alice) • Leading edge & most innovative – Idiot.fr try it and you will see Comparative – 3P focus (Free)



Key messages



• Better quality than competitors – They promise 3P but do not deliver it Comparative – 3P focus (CATV Noos) • Open – Conceptual (Orange) • Un metered services – Focus on telephony (Club-Internet)



Packaging Advertisement type



• Packaging effort for those present in the retail outlets • All the ISP are communicating on main media (TV, radio, press), however with variable intensities (400€/sub for Alice vs. 40 € for Free) • Free favours less expensive media (underground), and viral/community marketing (forum, mouth to ear,…)



4.2. Web Portal 4.2.1. Product offer Marketing element



Range of possible • All ISPs propose basic free services generally targeting their own customers (web mail, storage space over web, web blogs…). The differences are lying in the technical features proposed (# of mailbox, space per mailbox from 20 MB for worst in class ISPs to 2 GB for global portals, overall storage space from 100 MB to 10 GB…) • Global portals generally don’t provide access services so they address the overall base of internet users worldwide with the same portfolio of services, as opposed to ISP’s portal which are generally focused towards their national access customers



B2BC - Free services



• For those services, global portals generally outperform local player’s portal as the benefit from economies of scale • As far as web mail is concerned, mailbox purchased from GYM offer the advantage for customers to be durable, when ISP’s mailbox would no more be valid in case the user switches its ISP • Most of the players also propose free of charge content (infos, sport, weather…). More and more, this information can be accessed through a personalized page fed by free flows (LiveCast concept) • All players generally charge for advanced features o



B2C - Premium services



Orange Giga Mail for large size mailbox, additional web storage space (prices may be different from on to others but is not a differentiator)



• All players charge for premium services around the communication sphere such as Web SMS, Web MMS, Personal Home Page development and hosting. They are generally proposed under their own brand • Other premium services are proposed through partnerships or on their own brand when the player has decided to act as an aggregator



B2B oriented services



o



Video On Demand (Free works with CanalPlay, Orange has developed its own catalogue 24/24 Video)



o



Gaming (Free partners with the innovative Metaboli)



o



Music download



• All global portals have an efficient search engine from which they derive
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“referencing revenues” – ISP’s portal generally have partnerships with search tool providers • The portal also displays a wide range of links toward selected partners, generally covering a wide range of services (travel agencies, dating agencies, astrology, cinema, job finders…) • All players advertise on their portal. However they display very different audiences and so associated revenues are differently important within their business models (marginal for challenger ISPs, sometimes significant for the incumbent, main source of revenue for global players) • Most of the players also present a shopping space within their portal with appropriate links to merchants. Again the e-commerce click through revenues may be marginal (challenger ISPs) and could be significant for global players



4.2.2. Commercial terms Marketing element



Range of possible



Pricing model and price range (samples)



• Giga Mail from Orange = 2 € / month



Loyalty schemes



• Not proposed so far



• Video on Demand (Free/CanalPlay) = 0,99 € to 5,99 € for 24h use



4.2.3. Servicing Model Marketing element Registration process



Range of possible • On-line whatever the service • Most of the services are usable in a very intuitive way (web mail, …)



Customer service



• When relevant web self-care is proposed for the most complex services (installation, user’s guide, Frequently Asked Question). This applies for instance for Personal Home Page development



4.2.4. Marketing / Communication Marketing element Key messages



Range of possible • Focused on the power of the search engine for Google, MSN community for Microsoft • No true advertising on portals – Propagated by community marketing



Advertisement type



• ISP promote their portal aside their access offering (come and visit Aliceadsl.fr to know more about our offering)



4.3. PC based communications 4.3.1. Product offer Marketing element



Range of possible • PC communicators offered by global players have the same services:



Voice services



o



Instant messaging text messages that were until very recently restricted to users of the same community. However Microsoft and Yahoo have just announced the interoperability between Yahoo & MSN messenger



o



PC to PC voice communication within same community



o



No dedicated number required for outgoing calls. Customers by calling credit with their credit card and can take advantage of cheap calling rate to national, international and mobile lines



o



A phone number is assigned if customers wish to receive incoming calls on their PC, usually with a free voice mail
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offering (MSN messenger does not offer this service yet) o



PC communicators also offer the possibility to exchange files directly between users connected together



• In some case, PC is assigned a dedicated IP number in order to receive calls (Orange Link). Other players assign the DSL/IP number to the communicator to benefit from the unlimited telephony plan included in the broadband access package (Neuf Talk). In this case, there is a call forwarding feature between fixed phone and communicator. The communicator can also be used as a second line (Neuf Talk) • Neuf allows using the software from abroad from any Neuf Talk enabled PC connected through any ISP. This offers to the customer to enjoy the same telephony plan as if he were at home. Reversely calls received at home are forwarded abroad without any additional charge. • Global players also offer video capabilities between users of the same community through webcam



Video services



• Orange Link is offering video capabilities towards peer PC, ma ligne Visio and Orange Visio. Interconnection with SFR or BYT’s video services is not available yet • Neuf Talk is not currently offering video. MSN and Skype offer this feature but restricted to their own PC communities



Instant Messaging SMS and MMS



• Most of the communicators (MSN, Orange Link, Neuf Talk) allow SMS sending (using calling credit). MMS is currently being implemented • Most communicators have a mobile version of their software to use when away from PC on some types of mobile phones • Alternatively, some players (Yahoo) offer the possibility to send & receive instant messaging text messages from mobile phones via SMS



4.3.2. Commercial terms Marketing element



Pricing model and price range (samples)



Range of possible • Telephony over Neuf Talk benefits from Neuf DSL’s telephony plan (unlimited towards 31 countries + very aggressive towards other destinations). Orange Link proposes a national unlimited plan for 10 € (combined with number assignment and unlimited video towards Orange’s fixed customers). Beyond that per minute plan are proposed for other destinations, and video calls towards Orange. These are purchasable only through packages (5 € to 25 €) which delivers both voice and video minutes following a predefined grid. • SMS and MMS are purchased on a per package basis for Orange Link (1,6 € for 10 SMS or 3 MMS to 25 € for 100 SMS or 33 MMS). Orange proposes also packages mixing minutes and SMS/MMS



4.3.3. Servicing Model Marketing element Registration process



Range of possible • The software is downloadable for free from the provider’s web site



Customer service



• Generally self-care rather than call centre



Environment elements



• Regulation has not addressed the communicator model (interoperability, fixed vs. mobile number, interconnection of video flows …)



4.3.4. Marketing / Communication Marketing element



Range of possible • Free of charge IM now allowing communications (Microsoft)



Key messages



• Best in class VoIP software no moving to a full communicator (Skype) • Call from your PC with Orange Link – The freedom to communicate • Extend your DSL telephony plan to PC and enjoy it around the world
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without any extra charge – Neuf Talk



Packaging



• The tools are organised around the different communication universes (IM, voice, video, …) • Strong on-line advertising for MSN Live Messenger, mainly within its own portal



Advertisement type



• Skype is referenced in all VoIP related web research • Dedicated space within ISP’s portal (Orange, Neuf)



4.4. Dual Mode Services 4.4.1. Product offer Marketing element



Range of possible • So far, one offering is available in France (Neuf Twin). A couple of other offerings are announced for the end of Y2006 : Free and Orange (UNIK). The customer must subscribe to a full unbundled package to benefit from this service • The twin handset is able to place calls through the home WiFi connection when available and confirmed by the user. The initiated call is then charged on the basis of the DSL telephony plan (unlimited towards 31 destinations) and very compelling rates beyond the package



Dual Mode GSM / WiFi



• When not under the private WiFi reach, the handset acts as a regular mobile phone. So far no handover available between WiFi and GSM • From the calling party perspective the twin phone is considered (so far) as a regular mobile phone • The twin service can be used whatever the customer’s mobile provider • However, if the customer relies on Neuf Mobile service, he enjoys additional benefits (higher handset subsidy, unlimited plan between the home phone and the Neuf Mobile twin phone). In this case, the Neuf customer can also use the call forwarding between the home phone and the Neuf Mobile twin phone to allow its correspondents to enjoy fixed rates when calling the twin user, even “not at home”



4.4.2. Commercial terms Marketing element



Pricing model and price range



Range of possible • The twin phone is charged 199 € if the twin customer relies on a competitor’s mobile service. If the twin customer becomes a full Neuf customer, the handset is charged 1 € • In this case, mobile calls tap into the Neuf Mobile package subscribed. Beyond that, the mobile calls are charged at fixed to mobile rate (generally more competitive than mobile to mobile rates)



4.4.3. Servicing Model Marketing element Customer service



Range of possible • The customer deals with Neuf’s customer service when issues are related to WiFi/DSL and has to deal with his mobile provider for the remaining. If the customer purchases also Neuf Mobile, then he is served by Neuf Mobile’s customer service for the GSM aspects.



4.4.4. Marketing / Communication Marketing element Key messages



Range of possible • Make savings on your mobile expenses (the operator claims that about 40% of mobile calls are placed from home) • Increase these benefits by turning full Neuf customer
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Packaging



• Mobile like



Advertisement type



• Not strongly ATL promoted yet. Probably more visible by September



4.5. Other FM cross offerings 4.5.1. Product offer Marketing element



Range of possible



Seamless services



• Orange : concerned services are Mail (accessible from Pc and mobile), SMS (package burnable from PC or mobile), Photos (single album accessible from the web or Orangeworld and updatable with mobile originated photos), Instant messaging (Orange Link and Orange Messenger) which is usable from PC or mobile, Address book (synchronization between PC AB and mobile AB)



Cross Fixed Mobile offering



• Neuf : Unlimited and free of charge telephony between the Neuf box and the Neuf mobile number



4.5.2. Commercial terms Marketing element Pricing model and price range (samples)



Range of possible • Orange charges 7 € for the service and expects additional usage on the mobile side • Neuf’s cross offering is available as soon as the customer purchases the DSL triple play and Neuf Mobile



4.5.3. Servicing model Marketing element Registration process Customer service



Range of possible • On-line mainly • ISP customer service or mobile customer service depending on the issue



4.5.4. Marketing / Communication Marketing element Key messages



Range of possible • Seamless service whatever the device – evidence of convergence (Orange) • On-net concept – Make savings by purchasing anything you need from us (Neuf)



Packaging



• N/A



Advertisement type



• Mainly on the operator’s portal
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5 Vodafone convergence USP : Key considerations 5.1. The following is a marketing recommendation based on French market and players dynamics as well as some key assumption •



It does not include the economic view



•



It does not include Vodafone’s long term strategic view (especially portal business)



•



This document does not aim to address the how and when alternatives



•



The overall work has been done under the assumption that Vodafone would move into the home space using DSL technology (not cable, fibre or wireless broadband)



5.2. Vodafone is currently present on mobile services through SFR and has a strong presence on this market. However it faces several threats •



•



SFR has developed a strong presence on the mobile market o



N°2 behind Orange (approx. 35% of market share)



o



Strong on multimedia: Vodafone Live, 3G network (384 kbps), HSDPA soon to be launched (1,8 Mbps)



o



Proven substitution track record (various packages, home zone pricing scheme soon to be introduced)



o



Rated N°1 for customer service



But it faces several threats if we consider the overall convergence battlefield o



Reverse substitution from triple players which capture a portion of the home generated traffic initially carried by mobile operators



o



Quadruple play offerings which aim at attracting mobile customers to full fledged fixed and mobiles players (Neuf, Orange, Tele2…) through very appealing cross bundles



o



The advent of dual mode services reinforce the threat on mobile ARPU by passing a significant part of outgoing traffic through WiFi instead of GSM



5.3. What Vodafone needs to offer in order to become a credible player at home … •



Home broadband offering based on ADSL2+ technology (up to 24 Mbps) and on full unbundling



•



Telephony over DSL including unlimited free national and local calls and a set of international destinations (typically 30 to 40)



•



TV services with a free basic package of 40 channels with main national channels o



The TV offer should also include a wide range of paying channels as well as the main French packs (Canal+, CanalSat, TPS)



o



Other media services such as Video on Demand are widely available and may significantly reinforce the attractiveness of the offering



o



While the Broadband and DSL telephony business cases are not really challengeable, the IPTV case could still be discussed. Concerns are raised over 19
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the network and service platforms investments required to deliver a good quality of service. Additionally, customers are often not willing to pay much for TV services over DSL as they are generally accessible through other platforms •



The Connection box should deliver the core features expected by the customers (ADSL2+, WiFi, DTT …) o



•



It appears that all players finally propose a separate set top box, which provides basic features (MPEG4, DVB-T tuner, HD ready)



With regard to pricing, Vodafone should be aligned with the core market reference by keep some modularity. As the market matures, customers may require more segmented offerings than the “one size fits all o



Vodafone should offer triple play as a flagship product. Current base offering is priced at 30 € with no line rental to the incumbent



o



Single play broadband may still find a market. However, it is not clear how sensitive the customers are to speed versus price balance. Most of the players tend to promote a single maximum speed based on technical possibilities of their infrastructure)



o



Double play combining broadband and unlimited telephony is another option



•



The subscription & activation process and commercial terms should be simple and “at par” with the competitors



•



Vodafone should consider on-line distribution of its offerings from the start. It can also leverage its own points of sales and non proprietary outlets partnered for mobile services (Darty, …) to increase the visibility of its offering



•



Some portal services are becoming “must have” to stick the customers and/or increase ARPU. Vodafone must investigate the best way to deliver a set of basic services such as web mail, web storage space, web SMS/MMS, personal home page, PC Livecast…).



5.4. To differentiate itself from competition, Vodafone consider providing best in class triple play offerings …



should



•



Differentiation opportunities lie in the box design and the ability to provide a portfolio of boxes with different features instead of one single box doing all – to be further investigated



•



A differentiating argument would be the offering premium and exclusive content as appropriate for the French market (football, movies, …)



•



The addition of best in class features in the box features may increase the attractiveness of Vodafone’s offering : wireless connection between the two boxes in case of separate TV and connection boxes, hard-drive for media centre, PVR, interactivity on TV with games and news, mobile phone connection with box (Bluetooth, infrared, SIM reader, …)



•



Availability of different price plans (prepaid, pay as you go, limited & unlimited) monthly flat rate)



•



The offering would gain in simplicity with some best in class practices in commercial terms: no lock-in period (termination fees to be determined), free of charge unlimited assistance, box rented for free



•



Simple and shorter activation processes would be an important differentiator. Vodafone could provide a valued customer experience by assisting customers in the cancellation of their previous broadband contract (cancellation letter templates, handling of he whole process on behalf of customer, …)
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•



The PC communicator would be a good opportunity for Vodafone to capture value from the emerging traffic from and towards the PC. Some of the features will also contribute to stimulate mobile usage (video telephony, place shifting services, Fixed to mobile instant messaging) o



The communicator should include the main features of its peers.



o



Paying services should be purchasable on a pay as you go basis or charged on the customer’s Vodafone bill



o



There are also several differentiation opportunities, mainly around positioning the service as an extension of the mobile to the PC space such as PC communicator reachable via the customer’s mobile number or single price basket



5.5. … and also capitalise on its mobile stronghold to introduce quadruple play offerings and services (applicable for all four countries) •



Propose Joint offerings of mobile and home triple play products. Leveraging its mobile position, Vodafone could improve its USP by exploiting the quadruple play arena by adding a mobile offering to the home triple play offering



•



Dual mode services are currently being launched in the French market (Neuf, Orange & Free). Vodafone could align to these offerings to maintain and potentially increase its mobile market share by attracting price sensitive and convergence seeking customers (when becoming customer of Vodafone’s home services, you make savings on your mobile invoice when benefiting of the best in class triple play offering)



•



Use mobile and home triple play to provide cross Fixed Mobile offerings :



•



•



o



Subsidy for overall equipment (connection box, STB, mobile handsets…)



o



On-net pricing plans between home phone and mobile phones (free unlimited calls between them)



o



Automatic and free transfer from fixed line to mobile phone when not responding, could be a major argument in favour of Vodafone’s offering



This presence across the fixed and mobile arenas, can be also leveraged through seamless services, especially with Italy’s extremely high mobile penetration rates o



Service continuity: for instance the user is informed about the arrival of new mails on his e- mail inbox and can access them from his mobile by connecting to the operator’s wap portal



o



Content ubiquity between PC and mobile device (photos…): the content is stored on severs which can be accessed via web or wap



Several differentiation opportunities can also be envisaged in unified customer servicing o



Same distribution network



o



Single bill for all communication services



o



Unique customer service access number



o



Single price basket: a bucket of SMS/MMS credit can be used on web or mobile
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o



Cross loyalty program: allow customers to earn points from both fixed and mobile usage. The burn could be also extended to overall equipment and services of the portfolio (renewal of connection box, STB, mobile handsets)



5.6. Additional differentiation opportunities could be considered on a longer term … •



Fully fledged portal with complete functionalities similar to Yahoo or MSN. o



Portal would be open to all Italian web users as an introduction to the Vodafone world



o



Services would include advanced multimedia features, shopping galleries, community and dating services, B2B revenue streams (advertising, referencing, partnerships …)
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